
Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/041  
To,                  
ASIT BISWAS        
S/O- ANIL BISWAS 
WARD NO-28, DBC ROAD, NEAR NABIN SANGHA CLUB, DESHBANDHU PARA, 
SILIGURI PIN 734004 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/042  
To,                  
BISHWAJIT PAUL        
S/O- NITYANANDA PAUL 
RAMKRISHNA SARANI, NIRANJAN NAGAR, SILIGURI, WARD NO 36 GHOGOMALI, PIN-
734006 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/043  
To,                  
NABIN DAS        
S/O- NITAI DAS 
BARIBHASHA DABGRAM, DIST-JALPAIGURI, PIN-735135 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/044  
To,                  
LAKSHMAN DUTTA        
S/O- KALACHAND DUTTA 
MADHYA SANTI NAGAR, P/O DABGRAM,P/S BHAKTINAGAR, DIST JALPAIGURI, PIN-
734004 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/045  
To,                  
SWAPAN ROY        
S/O- KRISHNA ROY 
VILL-LALJI JOTE, P/O,P/S NAXAL BARI, DIST DERJEELING, PIN-734429 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/046  
To,                  
RITESH DARJEE        
S/O- PRAKASH DARJEE 
KARAIBARI, CHAMPASARI, DIST DERJEELING,PIN-734003 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/047  
To,                  
ASHOK RAM        
S/O- RAJENDRA KR. RAM 
MAMTA PARA, SAUDANGI HATT, BHAKRINAGAR, NJP, PIN-735135 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/048  
To,                  
BIJAY MANGAR        
S/O- NAINA BAHADUR MANGAR 
CHHOTA FAFRI, JUNGLEE MOHAL, SILIGURI, JALPAIGURI P/O SEVOK ROAD, PIN-
734001 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/049  
To,                  
SUROJIT BHUIMALI        
S/O- HAREKRISHNA BHUIMALI 
MAHISHCHARU (ANGSHA), MAHISHCHARU, MATHABHANGA, COOCHBEHAR, PIN-
736146 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/050  
To,                  
JIBAN BARUA        
S/O- LT. DULAL CHANDRA BARUA 
PARASMONI ROAD, HAIDER PARA , P/O HAIDER PARA, P/S BHAKTINAGAR, DIST 
JALPAIGURI, PIN-734006 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/051  
To,                  
CHANDAN BASAK        
S/O- MAHADEB BASAK 
RAMKRISHNA SARANI, NIRANJAN NAGAR, SILIGURI, WARD NO 36 GHOGOMALI, PIN-
734006 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/052  
To,                  
KARTICK CHOUHAN        
S/O- LT. FAGURAM CHOUHAN 
PHAGURAM CHOUHAN, VILL AMLAGURI,P/O AYRANI CHITHALIA, TUFANGANJ-1, 
COOACH BEHAR, PIN-736156 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/053  
To,                  
CHIPLAB MANDAL        
S/O- HKRISHNA MANDAL 
KHALAI BHAKTARI, MATIGARA TOMBA, P.O/P/S MATIGARA, DIST DERJEELING, PIN 
734010 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/054  
To,                  
MUKUL HIRA        
S/O- LALCHAND HIRA 
VILL CHARBRAHMANAGAR, P/O-CHARBRAHMANAGAR, P/S NABADWIP, DIST NADIA, 
PIN-741301 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/055  
To,                  
ROUSHAN ALI        
S/O- SELIM SK 
VILL GOPAL NAGAR, P/O K.D PARA, P/S  LALGOLA, DIST MURSHIDABAD, PIN-742148 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/056  
To,                  
MASED MOMIN        
S/O- ABDUL ROB MOMIN 
VILL  & P/O-NAGAR, P/S KHGARGRAM, DIST MURSHIDABAD, PIN-742159 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/057  
To,                  
UDAYLAL ROY        
S/O- SUKLAL ROY 
P/O GHOGOMALI, P/S BHAKTINAGAR, DIST JAPLAIGURI, PIN-734006 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/058  
To,                  
PRANAB GHOSH        
S/O- PARESH GHOSH 
ADARSHA NAGAR, SILIGURI, WARD NO-4, DIST DERJEELING, PIN-734005. 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/059  
To,                  
SOURAV SARKAR        
S/O- BIRESH CHANDRA SARKAR 
VILL KHARETMATH, P/O BARACHAND GHAR, P.S KALIGANJ, DIST NADIA, PIN 741156 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/060  
To,                  
MD GOLAM YASDANI        
S/O- BADIRUDDIN SK 
HOSSESABAD DIARA,P/O UTTARLAKSHMIPUR, P/S MPTHABARI, DIST MALDA, PIN-
732207 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/061  
To,                  
MD ALMARUF MONDAL        
S/O- JILLURRAHAMAN MONDAL 
VILL BALIADANGA, P/O ERULI, P/S GANGNAPUR, DIST NADIA, PIN-741253 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/062  
To,                  
IMRAN HAQUE MONDAL        
S/O- ENAMUL MONDAL 
VILL BALIADANGA, P/O ERULI, P/S GANGNAPUR, DIST NADIA, PIN-741253 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/063  
To,                  
MANOJ PAKHIRA        
S/O- SUCHAND PAKHIRA 
BASUDEBPUR MORE, P/O,P/S ARAMBAGH, WARD NO-2, DIST HOOGLY, PIN-712601 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/064  
To,                  
RAJKANTA RAY        
S/O- HARIKANTA RAY 
VILL SINGIMARI, P/O SUBOCHANIR PATH, P/S DINHATA, DIST COOCHBEHAR, PIN-
736135 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/065  
To,                  
NARESH PASWAN        
S/O- GOURI PASWAN 
SANTOSHI NAGAR, SILIGURI, PIN-734005 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/066  
To,                  
ADAITA DAS        
S/O- MUKUL DAS 
24 BIBEKNANDA  ROAD, NIRANJAN NAGAR, WARD NO 36 GHOGOMALI, DIST 
JALPAIGURI, PIN-734006 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/067  
To,                  
DILIP PAUL        
S/O- SASHTHI CHRAN PAUL 
VILLKISMATDAPAT, P/O TRIMIHANI, P/S HILI, DIST DAKSHIN DINAJPUR, PIN-733126 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/068  
To,                  
NILKAMAL SINGHA        
S/O- ASHIOK SINGHA 
VILL BARA MANIRAMJOTE, P/O,P/S- NAXAL BARI, DIST- DARJEELING PIN  -734429 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/069  
To,                  
RINKU SINGH        
S/O- DINESH SINGH 
JAILKHANA ROAD , SUBASH PALLY, SILIGUIRI, PIN-734001 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/070  
To,                  
MANIK DAS        
S/O- LT SAMIR DAS 
HATIYADANGA, P/O SAHUDANGI HAT, P/S BHAKTINAGAR , DIST JALPAIGURI,PIN-
735135 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/071  
To,                  
VIVEK DEY        
S/O- PABITRA KUMAR DEY 
SOUTH BHARAT NAGAR, SWAMI ABEDANANDA LANE ROAD, NEAR JAGADISH 
BIDHYAPITH SCHOOL, PO-SILIGURI TOWN, SILIGURI, PIN - 734004 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/072  
To,                  
JAGRATA ROY        
S/O- SAMAR ROY 
VILL-ADAMALI JOTE, PO-LEUSIPAKURI, DIST-DARJEELING, PIN-734434 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/073  
To,                  
DHARMOHAN SINGHA        
S/O- ABINASH SINGHA 
VILL-KHALIL JOTE, PO-RANGAPANI, PS-PHANSIDEWA, DIST-DARJEELING, PIN-734434 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/074  
To,                  
BULU SINGH        
S/O- CHANDRABHAN SINGH 
SUBHASH PALLY, RANA BUSTY, SILIGURI, DIST-DARJEELING, PIN-734001 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/075  
To,                  
CHANDAN KUMAR MAZUMDER        
S/O- PRAFULLA MAZUMDER 
DS COLONY, WARD NO. 34, PO-BHAKTINAGAR, PS-NJP, DIST-JALPAIGURI, PIN-
734007 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/076  
To,                  
PINTU SINGHA        
S/O- ARJUN SINGHA 
MASHAIDAHA BAZAR, KARIALI, MALDA, WEST BENGAL-732125 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/077  
To,                  
MD SUKUR ALI        
S/O- MATIAR RAHAMAN 
VILL-KAMRANGAGURI SATELITE TOWNSHIP, PO-DABGRAM, DIST-JALPAIGURI, PIN-
734015 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/078  
To,                  
ASHISH GHOSH        
S/O- KAMAL GHOSH 
GANGA NAGAR, JALPAI MORE, WARD NO. 05, PO-SILIGURI BAZAR, DIST-
DARJEELING, PIN-734005 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/079  
To,                  
BISHNU ROY        
S/O- HARICHARAN ROY 
VILL-BHUJARI PARA, PO-MANDALGHAT, PS-KOTWALI, DIST-JALPAIGURI, PIN-735132 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/080  
To,                  
SANTANU BARMAN        
S/O- HIRAMBA BARMAN 
PRAKASH NAGAR, CHIHARU JOTE, SALUGARA, WARD NO. 42, PIN-734008 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/081  
To,                  
MAZIDUL MIAN        
S/O- MD KANCHU MIAN 
VILL+PO-BIR PARA, DIST-ALIPURDUAR, PIN-736121 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/082  
To,                  
JARJISH ALI        
S/O- ABDUL HANNAN 
VILL-RANGHAT, PO-DHANGARA, PS-CHANCHAL, DIST-MALDA, PIN-732125 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/083  
To,                  
CHINMOY MAZUMDER        
S/O- CHANDAN KUMAR MAZUMDER 
DS COLONY, WARD NO. 34, PO-BHAKTINAGAR, PS-NJP, DIST-JALPAIGURI, PIN-
734007 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/084  
To,                  
JYOTIRMAY SARKAR        
S/O- NARAYAN SARKAR 
VILL-GOKUL VITA, PO-KAMAR VITA, PO-BHAKTINAGAR, DIST-JALPAIGURI, PIN-
735135 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/085  
To,                  
MUKESH KUMAR MAHATO        
S/O- AMERJEET MAHATO 
2ND MILE, UPPER BHANU NAGAR, PO-SEVOKE ROAD, PS-BHAKTI NAGAR, DIST-
JALPAIGURI, 734001 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/086  
To,                  
GANGA KUMAR ROUTH        
S/O- YOGINDRA ROUTH 
MAHANANDA COLONY, PRADHAN NAGAR, SILIGURI 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/087  
To,                  
KANAI DAS        
S/O- AKHIL DAS 
GHOGOMALI FAL BAZAR ROAD, WARD NO. 37, PO-GHOGOMALI, DIST-JALPAIGURI, 
SILIGURI-734006 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/088  
To,                  
MD RIAZUDDIN ANSARI        
S/O- MD MUSTAKIM 
ASHRAF NAGAR MASJID ROAD, WARD NO. 40, PO-HAIDERPARA, PS-BHAKTINAGAR, 
DIST-JALPAIGURI, PIN-734006 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/089  
To,                  
TAHAJUD ALI        
S/O- MOSARAF HUSSAIN 
JUGIBHITA, BINNAGURI, PO-NJP, PS-BHAKTINAGAR, DIST-JALPAIGURI 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/090  
To,                  
PARITOSH BARMAN        
S/O- PRABHASH BARMAN 
MATIGARA BAZAR, PO-MATIGARA, PS-MATIGARA, DIST-DARJEELING, 734010 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/091  
To,                  
ABHISHEK ROUTH        
S/O- BINOD ROUTH 
SOUTH AMBEDKAR COLONY, SILIGURI, DIST-DARJEELING, PIN-734003 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/092  
To,                  
SHIBU DAS        
S/O- KALACHAND DAS 
HOSPITAL ROAD, NIRANJAN NAGAR, WARD NO. 36, PO-GHOGOMALI, PS-
BHAKTINAGAR, DIST-JALPAIGURI, PIN-734006 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/093  
To,                  
BISWAJIT ROY        
S/O- MALINDRA NATH ROY 
DHOWLAGURI, PO-DHOWLAGURI, PS-MAYNAGURI, DIST-JALPAIGURI, PIN-735224 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/094  
To,                  
DIPAJJAL SINGHA        
S/O- FANI BHUSHAN SINGHA 
VILL-PAGLARHAT, PO-GADRA, PS-RAJGANJ, DIST-JALPAIGURI, PIN-735134 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/095  
To,                  
SANJAY SHARMA        
S/O- BIGAN SHARMA 
NEW POKHAI JOTE, CHAMPASARI, PS-PRADHAN NAGAR, DIST-DARJEELING, 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/096  
To,                  
ARUN ROUTH        
S/O- RAM KHELWAN ROUTH 
SOUTH AMBEDKAR COLONY, WARD NO. 1, PRADHAN NAGAR, SILIGURI JUNCTION-
734003 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/097  
To,                  
SOURAV ROY        
S/O- NARESH ROY 
SATYAJIT PALLY, UTTAR BELBARI, PO-BELBARI, PS-GANGARAMPUR, DIST-DAKSHIN 
DINAJPUR, PIN-733124 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/098  
To,                  
KAPIL DEB BARMAN        
S/O- CHANDRA KANTA BARMAN 
NORTH SHANTINAGAR, DABGRAM 2, SILIGURI-734006 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/099  
To,                  
RAJU MANDAL        
S/O- TRINATH MANDAL 
BHELKU JOTE, BHAJANPUR, BINNABARI, KHARIBARI, KHUNIA PUKHARI, DIST-
DARJEELING, PIN-734427 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/100  
To,                  
MD SAHEDALAM        
S/O- MD AJIBUDDIN 
VILL-FAKIRAGACHH, PO-PHANSIDEWA, PS-PHANSIDEWA, DIST-DARJEELING, PIN-
734434 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/101  
To,                  
RAJA MANDAL        
S/O- SUBHASH MANDAL 
VILL-BANIYA PARA, PO-SAHUDANGI HAT, PS-NEW JALPAIGURI, DIST-JALPAIGURI, 
PIN-735135 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/102  
To,                  
SUJIT KUNDU        
S/O- RATAN KUNDU 
1 NO. DABGRAM, PO-RABINDRA SARANI, DIST-DARJEELING, PIN-734006 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/103  
To,                  
PINTU SAHANI        
S/O- KISHORE SAHANI 
CHITTARANJAN COLONI, WARD-20, SILIGURI 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/104  
To,                  
BULU SINGH        
S/O- CHANDRABHAN SINGH 
SUBHASH PALLY, RANA BUSTY, SILIGURI, DIST-DARJEELING, PIN-734001 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/105  
To,                  
PRADIP SARKAR        
S/O- GOPAL SARKAR 
SHRABAN NAGAR, SUBHASH PALLY, BAGRACOAT, SILIGURI, DIST-DARJEELING, 
PIN-734001 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/106  
To,                  
MD SAHED ALAM        
S/O- MD JAGIR 
JORPAKHRI, PO-HARDIGACHH, DIST-DARJEELING, PIN-734434 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/107  
To,                  
LAKHAN DAS        
S/O- JOGEN DAS 
NETAJI PALLY, SILIGURI, WARD NO-22, SILIGURI, DARJEELING, 734006 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/108  
To,                  
SUKANTA MANDAL        
S/O- TAPAN MANDAL 
DAKSHIN CHANDIPUR, SATTARI, ENGLISH BAZAR, MALDA, 732208 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/109  
To,                  
PRAMOD ROUTH        
S/O- SANKAR ROUTH 
401 (B ), DIESEL COLONY, SILIGURI JUNCTION, PRADHAN NAGAR, SILIGURI, 
DARJEELING, 734003 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 



Web site: www.siligurismc.in, email: smcwb@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

 
Memo no: 653(185)/Estt./SMC         Date: 16/03/2023 
      ADMIT CARD 

Post Applied for: Driver                               Roll No. DVR/SMC/110  
To,                  
CHITTARANJAN BARMAN        
S/O- ANIL CH BARMAN 
NETAJI NAGAR, SALUGARA, SILIGURI, WARD NO-42, JALPAIGURI, 734001 

 
 
This is to inform you that the Field Driving Test for engagement to the post of “Driver” will 

be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear along with all original 
testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 

The names of the qualifying candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Examination:- 

Date Reporting Time Venue 

28-Mar-23 10:30 am 
Indira Gandhi Maidan, Siliguri, adjacent to the office of the 

IG of Police, North Bengal. 

 
 

            Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 
 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
1. Please bring this Admit Card as well as any photo identity proof i.e. (Votor ID/Aadhar Card/Passport/Bank Pass 

Book with photo, Driving License etc.) to secure admission to the field driving test. 
2. The engagement is purely contractual basis for six (6) months. After expiry of six (6) months of satisfactory service, 

agreement will be done for further six (6) months & subsequent half yearly renewal will be made based on 
satisfactory performance.  

3. No demand for permanent post will be entertained. 
4. No termination/retirement/pensionery benefit will be considered. 
5. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering resignation or termination. 
6. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
7. The selected candidates have to join at Siliguri Municipal Corporation with in 7 (seven) days from the date of issue 

of the engagement letter. 
8. The admission to the test is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 
9. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all 

the original documents & also xerox copies for verification. 
10. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview 

shall be liable to expulsion from the premises. 
 
 

             Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
 P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

 


